Tailored Outreach

Two-way messaging uses natural language understanding (NLU) to decipher member replies in both English and Spanish and deliver tailored responses.

Behavioral Science

Our team of strategists use proven behavioral science principles throughout all dialogues and streaming content to lift engagement and inspire members to make the right decision for their health.

Streaming Content

Educate members using captivating streaming content to deepen knowledge of care options while helping them determine the right level of care.

To learn more about mPulse Mobile’s solutions and capabilities, visit [mpulsemobile.com](http://mpulsemobile.com) or reach out to us directly at [info@mpulsemobile.com](mailto:info@mpulsemobile.com)

mPulse Mobile is transforming digital engagement for healthcare’s leading organizations through proven solutions that combine conversational AI with integrated streaming content. Trusted by 200+ health organizations to personalize over 1 billion conversations annually, mPulse Mobile’s innovative technology and engagement strategy deliver business efficiencies, improve health outcomes, and inspire a more equitable, healthier world, one person at a time.